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KEYNOTE ADDRESS 

MYSA Multicultural Youth of South Australia;  

Services 

 Chief advocacy for refugee services state wide 

 International students 

 Assist refugee children integration to schools.  Can provide translators to schools 

 Community integration  

Important to note 

 Migrants choose to move, refugees are forced due to persecution ( war/religion/race) Asylum 

seeker-awaiting refugee status 

 Children are often regarded secondary to adults so included them in meetings not always best 

situation 

 Some refugee families find it unusual to be included /involved in education and not always 

willing to assist in homework or school curricula 

 Females have greater responsibilities and may not have time due to other family commitments 

to be involved 

 They may be very transient doe to rental accommodation issues 

 Avoid using children as translators and may not be honest or accurate in translation  

 A home visit could provide important insights and links to other services may need to be 

arranged.  Teacher not responsible for creating links  

 Careful not to make sweeping assumptions  

 Multicultural events very popular 

Contact     info@mysa.com.au 
Phone 08 82120085 
Resources 
You tube: Through Our Eyes 
You tube: Ali and Awali - Muslim teenagers  

mailto:info@mysa.com.au
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CRITICAL THINKING IN THE MIDDLE SCHOOL 

 
GEOGRAPHY IS FUNDAMENTAL TO GLOBAL UNDERSTANDING 

KEY CONCEPTS 

SPICES                                 Space Place Interconnections Change Environment Sustainability Scale 

Warm up activity Year 6 

 In small groups of 3-4 students draw a globe from the perception of where they sit. One student 

acts as a scribe to note questions  asked during activity 

 Use these questions to drive future lessons i.e. 

 What are these lines for? 

 What is the scale? 

 What are all those black dots   ? 

 
When introducing a new topic    Show an appropriate image  
 

 

 

 

What is the main story being told? 
What could the headline be? 
What is the human story?  
What is the untold story? 
 

 Economic 

 Environmental 

 Social 
 
See Think Wonder 
Resource New York Times What’s Happening in this Picture? 

Making Headlines  
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INQUIRY LEARNING  

You Tube 7 Steps for Showing Inquiry 

Ideas 

Year 6: How to reduce rubbish in school? 

Year 7: Does Australia have Enough Water? 

Year 8: What elements make a Utopia City? 

Year 9: Should Adelaide Oval host FIFA? 

Year 10: How can we solve homelessness? 

CREATIVE WAYS TO SOLVE REAL LIFE PROBLEMS 

 

FIELDWORK 

 Start with the big Idea 

 Select field work location(s) 

 Select fieldwork techniques 

 Can be done within the school. It’s about collecting data not just observations 

 Count Observe Map Measure Sketch Rank Photograph Survey Interview  
 

Useful Apps for Fieldwork 

 Epicollect5- provide great maps once data uploaded 

 Viewranger 

 Speedclock 

 Clinometer 

 Lx meter 

 Camera 

 Quick tap Survey 
 

AGTA Resources  

Geography Skills Unlocked 

Geography Literacy Unlocked 

Natural resource Board can provide class sets of binoculars, water testing kits 
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Making Ethical Understandings Fun and Meaningful  

What does ethics mean in your classroom? 

BRAINSTORM Respect Equality Inclusiveness morals principles   

ACTIVITY 1 Year 9 and more 

We wrote a pair of names of people who have had a “relationship” with each other (in our 

group’s example Turnbull and Trump /Sam Dastiari and Chinese businessmen) 

In group discussed if this relationship is appropriate and then in turns we placed them on a 

continuum. No other group could place their pairing on the same place so it led to good 

discussion about which pairing is more or less appropriate. Initiated great discussion 

!_________________________________________________________________________10 

ACTIVITY 2 Year 9 and lower 

Each group given two photos showing land use eg wind towers, mining, farming ,wetland and 

sort them after discussion with group in either GOOD  BAD OR NOT SURE as far as is this a good 

use of land. 

Assessment possibilities Formative activity to develop critical thinking around potential  

Persuasive argument essay 

Newspaper opinion piece 

Debate using formal structures of philosothon 

RESOURCES 

SAPAE.weebly.com 

Federation of Australia Philosophy of Schools. 
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CREATING RUBRIKS 

acotterell@emmauscc.sa.edu.au 

There are many rubriks available on the Internet but be careful with selection  

Begin with subject to focus on(  Could be a combination of subjects eg Science and English) 

 

Choose relevant Achievement Standard you wish to assess and write on template( aim to 

cover all by the end of the year).  

FOCUS ON WHAT THE STUDENT CAN    DO,   SAY, MAKE OR WRITE 

Describe the achievement standard in child friendly language 

Write QUALITY Criteria e.g. List some events in the novel, Justify why the major events of the 

novel were significant to the overall story  

  

In the indicators use the verbs in the attainment standards OR use the Verbs and standards 

from other taxomonies e.g. Blooms…. SOLO…. Dreyfus 

BE specific with your criteria  

Achievement Standards  

1. 

2. 

3. 

 

Indicators Excellent Good Satisfactory Developing  Minimal 

      

      

      

 

mailto:acotterell@emmauscc.sa.edu.au
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EXCURSIONS 

Centre of Democracy Museum COD 

Located corner of Kintore and North Terrace. Offers both self-guided and guided tours and can work in 

conjunction with SA Library (resource room provided) Migration Museum Henry Ayres House and Walk 

of Democracy and Art Gallery. 

New unit Colonial footprints –kids use theodolites to measure buildings and discuss sites and locations 

Houses interesting artefact, posters and paintings but for children will really enjoy the opportunity to 

vote electronically. Children are given voting card which after hearing reasons for and against 

referendum issues, place their card over a yes or no disc within a booth. The results are then displayed 

on a donut graph and compared to votes done in history.  

Teacher Twlights for teachers once a month on a Tuesday 4:30 to inform teachers on the museums 

features. 

From there we went to the library to a resource room and cartoons posters badges T-shirts can express 

opinions. We were given a very good lesson on how to create a person from the letter I. This lesson 

helps children and adults to gain confidence to draw the human form to use in posters etc.  

MIGRATION MUSEUM 

Designed to work in with Australian curriculum  

First Contacts 

Colonial Footprints –kids use theodolites to measure buildings and work out where Light begins and 

map out location  

Colonisation and Democracy-focus on values 

Making of a Nation  

Movement of People –focus on explorers and maps 20th century migration 

Special celebrations NAIDOC week/Refugee week 

Resources If These Walls could Speak: stories from the Destitution Asylum.  

We then loved donning white gloves and unpacking suitcases and from the items inside try to decipher 

on the owner of the case – cards, clothing, visas, photos, hobbies. 

We had cases from the wife of an Italian migrant, a Polish migrant, a Vietnamese refugee, (just a box 

with some fishing net). 

Really engaging and gave a wonderful personal connection to history and migration.  
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REPORT 

The HASS Conference was one of the best conferences I have attended in the past decade. 

It was a wonderful blend of informative key note speakers, engaging workshops, and very enlightening 

excursions. 

In addition the opportunity to network with my peers over a wholesome and hearty lunch in a beautiful 

setting was wonderful. I have established new email and Facebook links with several teachers and have 

also a list of recommended resources. 

I have made a poster display called “ Did You Know?” to engage staff  at my local school and also will be 

taking to our Professional Learning Community which occurs once a term in the Mid North region. 

I have also made connections with our PLC coordinator to establish ways to network with teachers in 

our region in our termly meetings. 


